
 

Chess week 1: Introduction and rules  

Lesson aims: 
● To be able to understand the rules of chess  
● Understanding what checkmate is 
● To know what chess pieces I can move  

Equipment:  
● Chess boards  
● Chess pieces  
● Resource sheets  

 

Main activity: 45 minutes  
 
First activity: setting up the board  

● Put children into pairs, and make sure all boards are on selected tables. Leave 
chess pieces on the side as you going to teach them where they go.  

● Demonstrate and explain where the pieces go and why.  
● Explain what the overall aim of the game is about taking pieces from the other 

players and we are protecting the King.  
 
Second activity: explain the rules  

● Now explain the rules of the game: 
1.  What pieces move where, what pieces can be taken and how to take pieces  
2. What a checkmate is?  
3. What is a check?  
4. What is a stalemate?  

 
Third activity: the chess pieces  

● Tell the children what the chess pieces names are 
● Explain what these chess pieces can do and their overall aim of the game is.  
● Make sure children understand how and which ways they can move.  

 
Fourth activity: practice having a match  

● Let the children practise having a match with their partner  
● Reinforce it's not about winning rather than teaching each other and helping each 

other.  
● Go around each pair and help them when needed.  

Coaching points: 
● Demonstrate the pieces and how they move. While also showing and explaining 

what moves they can do. For example knight can move in an L shape 2 up and 1 
left or right or 1 up 2 left or right.  

● Use resource sheets so children can look and read them. This will also help further 
their understanding.  

Debrief and certificate: 
 
Ask questions - how do we set up the board? What is a checkmate? What is the overall 



aim of the game?  

 


